
Overview 

I.  General scenario for charge migration in extended systems 
under intense (X-ray) pulses 

II.  Self-similar electron dynamics: (Semi-)quantitative model 

III.  Ion dynamics:  
reduction of radiation damage (Coulomb explosion) 

1.  Supply screening electrons 

2.   remove positive charge (but not relevant ions!) 
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!  Energy absorption from light leads to loss of electrons 

  ionic charge builds up 

  bound electrons from surface atoms are field ionized; 

    electrons are trapped and form a (quasi-neutral) plasma 

  non-screened  surface ions explode 

Electron migration in clusters under intense light 
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Electron migration in clusters under intense light 

!=Ee 

(MD simulation, Ar147) 

t=2 fs t=0 t=10 fs 

!  Energy absorption from light leads to loss of electrons 

  ionic charge builds up 

  bound electrons from surface atoms are field ionized; 

    electrons are trapped and form a (quasi-neutral) plasma 

  non-screened  surface ions explode 



12 keV pulse: Trapping of different types of dynamically generated 
electrons by a Neon-cluster core (charge q/ion) 
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Electron spectrum dP(E)/dE after photo activation for 
a cluster with N=123 activated electrons 

(R,E*,T) = (26 au, 10 eV, 10 fs) 
                 (13 au, 20 eV, 7.7 fs) 
                 (52 au, 5 eV, 14.4 fs)      

R: cluster radius 
E*: excess energy/electron 
T: pulse duration 

!E [eV]!

rescaled 
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Reduction of Coulomb explosion through 
ejection of protons 


